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Disclaimer and legal notice: 

 
The information presented herein represents the view of the author as of the date of publication. This report is for 
informational purposes only. While every attempt has been made to verify the information provided in this report, 
the author does not assume any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies, or omissions. Any slights of people or 
organizations are unintentional. If advice concerning legal or related matters is needed, the services of a fully 
qualified professional should be sought. This report is not intended for use as a source of legal or accounting 
advice. 
 
 
 

          Meet Adrienne Tom 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Adrienne Tom is a multi-certified, award-winning executive resume 
writer with a passion for guiding senior professionals through the 
discovery of what sets them apart. Adrienne offers expert resume 
writing and job search support to help executives level up, land faster, 
and increase earning power. 

In addition to 15+ years of experience in resume writing, Adrienne has 
finalized over 8 industry certifications, won 30+ prestigious national and 
international industry awards, and is a member in good standing with 
multiple career associations.  

Look for Adrienne’s work in: Resumes for Dummies, Modernize Your 
Resume, Best Canadian Cover Letters, and Best Canadian Resumes. 

To learn more about Adrienne’s specialized offerings for managers, 
directors, executives, and aspiring leaders, contact her at: 
 
Career Impressions 
www.careerimpressions.ca  
adrienne@careerimpressions.ca  
888.781.3056 

 

 

 

http://www.careerimpressions.ca/
mailto:adrienne@careerimpressions.ca
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Do You Have Any Questions For Me? 
 

The Question Every Candidate  
Should Be Prepared to Answer In An Interview 

 
Job interviews aren’t meant to be an interrogation — they are supposed to be a dialogue. An 
interview is as much about making sure the company is a fit for you as it is that you are a fit for 
the company. 
 
 

Preparing for the Interview 
 

Before the interview, at a minimum, you should research the company — and the 
interviewer(s), if you know that information ahead of time. 
 
At a minimum, conduct a Google search. Look at the company’s website. Look for the 
interviewer’s LinkedIn profile. While you’re on LinkedIn, see if the company has a profile on the 
site. Also check out the LinkedIn profiles of other key employees of the company. How long 
have they been in their current jobs? How long have they been with the company? What was 
their background before they joined the company? (Did they come from competitors, or from 
other industries?) 
 
Your research will not only help you understand the company better, but it will also help you 
ask more informed questions in the interview. 
 
And that’s the subject of this report. If you haven’t asked questions as the interview progresses, 
there will likely come a time in the interview when the person conducting the interview says to 
you, “So, do you have any questions for me?” 
 
That’s where your research comes into play. Surely, as you were learning more about the job 
and the company, you were curious about a thing or two. Even if you weren’t, it makes a huge 
(negative) impression on interviewers when you don’t ask any questions. That can either signal 
that you’re not interested enough in the job to muster up any questions — or that you didn’t 
know anything about the company coming into the interview, and you weren’t paying attention 
enough to latch onto any information shared in the interview. Both scenarios don’t bode well 
for your employment prospects. 
 
With that in mind, here are more than 60 questions you can consider asking in a job interview. 
Choose 4 or 5 of them (at a minimum) and write them down on an index card or sheet of paper 
you can reference at the appropriate time during the job interview.  
 
Always make sure the questions you ask are not easily answered by basic research. Ask 
questions that you cannot find the answers to and/or need more info on to support your 
decision!  
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Questions To Learn More About the Role / Company  
 

• Is this a new position? If so, why was it created?  

• What are the company’s priorities, and what specific results would be expected from 
me in the first few weeks/months on the job? 

• What do you look for in an employee? 

• What type of training is required and how long is it? What type of training is available? 

• What would my first assignment be? 

• What are the skills and attributes most needed to perform well in the role? 

• How regularly do performance evaluations occur?  

• What have I yet to learn about this company and opportunity that I still need to know? 
 

 
 

Questions To Ask Headhunters and Recruiters 
 

• Are you dealing with the client’s HR people, or do you have direct contact with the 
hiring manager? 

• How many candidates have you placed with this client? How long have you worked with 
this client? 

• Where is the position located? 

• To whom does the position report? 

• Is this a new position? If not, why is the position open? 

• What happened to the person who previously held this position? 

• How long have you been working on the assignment? 

• What does the position pay? 

• Are there any pay or compensation constraints that I should take into consideration? 

• What can you tell me about the person who will be interviewing me? What is his or her 
position, title, management style? 

• Who will make the final hiring decision? 

• After you present my résumé, when can I expect to hear from you regarding the status 
of this position? 

 
 
 

Questions To Ask Interviewer(s) / Hiring Managers  
 

• Why do you enjoy working for this company? Why did you (the interviewer) join the 
company? How long ago was that? What is it about the company that keeps you here? 

• What attracted you to this organization? 

• Can you describe the work environment here? 

• How do you describe the philosophy of the company or organization? 

• What do you consider to be the organization’s strengths and weaknesses? 
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• Can you tell me more about my day-to-day responsibilities? 

• How soon are you looking to fill this position? 

• Before I leave, is there anything else you need to know concerning my ability to do this 
job? 

• In your opinion, what is the most important contribution that this company expects 
from its employees? 

• What specific skills from the person you hire would make your life easier? 

• What are some of the problems that keep you up at night? 

• What are some of the skills and abilities you see as necessary for someone to succeed in 
this job? 

• What would be a surprising but positive thing the new person could do in first 90 days 

• What challenges might I encounter if I take on this position? 

• Will we be expanding or bringing on new products or new services that I should be 
aware of? 

• What are your major concerns that need to be immediately addressed in this job? 

• What do you see as the most important opportunities for improvement in the area I 
hope to join? 

• What are the attributes of the job that you’d like to see improved? 

• What are the department’s goals, and how do they align with the company’s mission? 

• What goals or objectives need to be achieved in the next six months? 

• What areas of the job would you like to see improvement in with regard to the person 
who was most recently performing these duties? 

• What is currently the most pressing business issue or problem for the company or 
department? 

• Would you describe for me the actions of a person who previously achieved success in 
this position? 

• Could you describe to me your typical management style and the type of employee who 
works well with you? 

• How would you describe the experience of working here? 

• If I were to be employed here, what one piece of wisdom would you want me to 
incorporate into my work life? 

• Can you please tell me about the people who will look to me for supervision? 

• What are the success factors that will tell you if the decision to bring me on board was 
the right one? 

• I have really enjoyed meeting you and your team, and I am very interested in the 
opportunity. I feel my skills and experience would be a good match for this position. 
What is the next step in your interview process? 
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Other Probing Questions  
 

• What are you hoping to accomplish, and what will be my role in those plans? 

• What initial projects would I be tackling? 

• What advice would you give to someone in my position? 

• What major problems are we facing right now in this department or position? 

• Can you please tell me a little bit about the people with whom I’ll be working most 
closely? 

• Are there any weaknesses in the department that you are particularly looking to 
improve? 
 

 
 

 
Questions That Are Defensive (designed to protect the employee) 
 

• I understand the company has experienced layoffs within the last two years. Can you 
review the reasons why they were necessary? 

• Are there formal metrics in place for measuring and rewarding performance over time? 

• If I were a spectacular success in this position after six months, what would I have 
accomplished? 

• How much freedom would I have in determining my objectives and deadlines? 

• How long has this position existed in the organization? Has its scope changed recently? 

• Do you foresee this job involving significant amounts of overtime or work on weekends? 

• Are my tasks limited to my job description, or will I be performing duties outside the 
described job scope? 

• Is the position remote / hybrid or in-office? 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Looking for more job search, interview, or resume tips?  Visit Career Impressions blog:  
https://careerimpressions.ca/blog/ 

 

 

https://careerimpressions.ca/blog/

